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Some Definitions of “Engage”:

● 1. To obtain or contract for the services of; employ:

● 2. To arrange for the use of; reserve:

● 3. To pledge or promise, especially to marry.

● 4. To attract and hold the attention of; engross:

● 5. To win over or attract:

● 6. To draw into; involve:

● 7. To enter or bring into conflict with:

● 8. To interlock or cause to interlock; mesh: .

● 9. To involve oneself or become occupied; participate: engage in conversation.

● 10 To assume an obligation; agree
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• Employee engagement, rather than employee satisfaction, is a method of

measuring performance and employee attitudes because:

1) engagement is a more complete measurement tool than job satisfaction;

2) engagement studies reveal factors other than satisfaction that improve employee

performance; and

3) engagement studies reveal factors other than satisfaction that improve business

results

The Business Case for Engagement Studies
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• Analysis of research across 200 organisations showed that moving a

workforce of 10,000 employees from low to high engagement can have

a £21million impact on the bottom-line.

(DDI, "The key to realising competitive advantage”, 2007)

• A study of 664,000 employees from around the world when compared to

key business ratios ,showed a 52% gap in one year performance

improvement in operating between companies with highly engaged

employees versus companies with low engagement scores.

(ISR : Engaged Employees Help Boost the Bottom Line 2006) 

The Business Case for Engagement Studies
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Watson Wyatt’s 2001 research across 750 companies showed that total return to

shareholders over a 5 year period:

• Companies with strong engagement + 64%

• Companies with weak engagement + 21%

• Productivity - engaged employees generate 43% more revenue than disengaged

The Business Case for Engagement Studies
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Research by Gallup (1999 / 2005):

• In Engaged Companies:

- Customer loyalty increases by 56% above the average

- Employee retention is 44% above the average

- Safety record improves by 50%

- Productivity increases by 52%

- Overall profitability increases by 33%

The Business Case for Engagement Studies
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• Other findings

• What has increased employee engagement been statistically proven to do?

- Increase net income growth rates by 17.5%

- Increase employee productivity by 38%

- Increase profitability by 27%

- Low engagement teams have an error rate of 100 times more than a highly engaged team

- Highly engaged sales representatives have 8.8% higher sales

- Highly engaged teams on average have 40% less absenteeism

- Increase operating margins by 17%

- Moving an employee from moderately engaged to highly engaged makes them twice as likely 

to stay

The Business Case for Engagement Studies
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Other findings

• Internationally only 28% of talent engage. What additional potential value could the

remaining 72% contribute?
(Leadership Council, 2007)

• Employees with the highest levels of engagement perform 20% better and are 87% less

likely to leave the organisation, which indicates that engagement is linked to organisational

performance.

(HR Magazine, 2009)

• 54% of fully engaged employees say they will not leave their organisation versus 13% of

disengaged employees

(Ditchburn, 2009)

The Business Case for Engagement Studies
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The Business Case for Engagement Studies

Adapted from Built To Last by James C. Collins and Jerry I. Porras (2001)

Engaged 

Employees

It is all about sustainability!
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Why Engagement

Vicious Cycle:
(Negative energy)

Disengagement
Absenteeism
Staff Turnover
Apathy
Low morale
Negative Behaviour
Poor service delivery
Incidents and accidents

Virtuous Cycle:
(Positive Energy)

Unleashing voice
Productivity
Staff Retention
Employee Satisfaction
Creativity and Innovation
Value based behaviour
Customer Experience
Safe behaviour
Stakeholder Experience

Disconnected
30%-44%

Apathetic
45-59%

Involved
60-74%

Engaged
> 75%

Level of 
Engagement

Correlates directly to:
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Sustainability thorough Inclusivity - energy on all dimensions

OD 

Interventions

New world of 

work

Nature of the world

Why we change Essence of Change

New Sciences

We change differently

Consciousness

On

Diversity

The 

Individu

al

The 

Team The 

Organisation

How individuals change

How groups 

change

The What

Context:

Industry

South Africa

Africa

Global

Leadership

Doing

Being Disconnect

Apathy

Engagement /

Commitment

Inclusivity

Organisation

Group

IndividualEQ Journey

Dialoguing

World 

Cafe

Storytelling

Appreciative 

Inquiry

Inclusive and Adaptable

Flexible and Accountable

Change Resilience and 

Responsible

How organisations change

The way: How we change

Viljoen, 2008
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A climate and culture survey which is internationally benchmarked and which has 

been independently validated as able to yield reliable results on the constructs 

measured.

National cultures are also evaluated to provide context to companies that have a 

global/multi-national footprint.

The Benchmark of Engagement Quotient - BeQ™

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient
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- Explore the relations between perceptions that influence organisational

commitment and the unleashing of individual voices and how these manifest in 

work related behaviours;

- Understand the underlying assumptions as they pertain to the individual, the 

group, the organisation and the greater organisation; and to

- Determine the level of engagement within the organisation so as to inform on 

other strategic initiatives the organisation would need to consider before 

embarking on a radical change initiative or on proposed structural or 

organisational changes.

The Primary Objective of the BeQ™ is to:

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient
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- The BeQ™ survey is the only survey of its kind that provides contextual 

information and research into the social-political, societal, national cultural and 

industry specific variables which impact on the operational space of the 

organisation. 

- This provides insight into contextual considerations that would be imperative to 

consider when planning for change and the integration thereof from a people’s 

buy-in perspective.

- It is designed to assist companies that have multiple international operations to 

inform on the uniqueness of each operation’s context and to provide information 

around how to structure and run a global corporate model within the uniqueness 

of each operational space yet still maintain a sustainable corporate identity.

What makes the BeQ™ unique?

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient
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Phase 1: Conducting Research    Phase 2: Analysis and report writing

Introductions to 

management re 

Request for Research 

Process      

Data collection via 

focused, 

contextualised 

process

Data Analysis 

(quantitative and 

content 

methods)  

Report writing Feedback to 

relevant 

stakeholders

Phase 3:  Feedback, joint action planning and translation

Feedback to   

Management team
Joint action planning

Feedback to teams in 

relation to the strategic 

integration 

Intervention phase: 

team development or 

other interventions 

Intervention 

consolidation phase  

Phase 4:  Re-measurement

Preparing all 

stakeholders for the

Re-measure phase

Re-measure based 

on same principles 

described in Phase 1 

and 2

Quantify 

movement in 

organisational 

engagement

Action planning on 

next steps as in 

Phase 3

Typical BeQ™ Process Flow
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Because the BeQ is designed according to Organisational Development and 

Change principles of Appreciative Inquiry, the survey can be conducted in one of 

three ways:

● On-line if participants all have access to the World Wide Web and if the company 

has operations in a variety of different countries.

● Pen and paper completion at set venues and times where researchers are there 

to guide and interpret for participants should the participating population not all 

have access to computers.

● Through focus groups where the questions are facilitated by researchers and 

group members participate accordingly – this is especially indicated where the 

participants have varying literacy levels or where language challenges are 

evident.

Surveying Options for the BeQ™

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient
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The 

individual

The 

Team

The 

Organisation

Level of 

engagement

Assumptions 

About

We     

Assumptions 

About 

They

Assumptions 

About 

Me

and Society Context

National Cultural

BeQ™   Benchmark of Engagement Quotient Measures:
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Viljoen, 2008
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BeQ™ Model

The 
individual

The 
Team

The 
Organisation

Climate
Assumptions 

About
We     

Culture
Assumptions 

About 
They

World View 
Assumptions 

About 
Me

Respect, 
Regard, 

Resilience,

Responsibility

Alignment,
Support, 

Supervisor Capability
Valuing Diversity,

Accountability

Safety Orientation
Production orientation

Wellness capacity

Trust, 
Inclusivity, Ethics

Within the context of the culture/climate: Level of 
Voice

Engagement Presentation

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient
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The 
individual

The 
Team

The 
Organisation

Climate
Assumptions 

About
We     

Culture
Assumptions 

About 
They

World View 
Assumptions 

About 

Me

Respect, 
Regard, 

Resilience, 

Mastery
Personal Responsibility

Support, 
Leadership, 
Flexibility

Valuing Diversity,
Accountability

Head Office support, 
Strategic Alignment,
Stability of Labour 
Enablement factors

Critical success factors

Within the context of the culture/climate:
Level of 
Voice

Disconnected
30%-44%

Apathetic
45-59%

Involved
60-74%

Engaged
> 75%

Internationally Benchmarked

BeQ™ Results plot levels of Engagement on constructs

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient
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In-depth reports are generated once the survey is complete.  These include 

organisational and departmental/team-specific reports.

Once a benchmark study has been conducted, re-measure surveys can be 

conducted annually to determine changes over time. This is useful in determining 

progress of initiatives embarked on – especially when embarking on a journey of 

radical transformation.

Examples of the type of summarised results that one will have at the end of a survey 

follow in the slides below.

The Benchmark of Engagement Quotient - BeQ™

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient
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An example of the Quantitative BeQ™ Result Spread

BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient

Regard
Respect

69.55
71.88

Responsibility
Corporate Citizenship

93.04
87.55

Team dynamics
Adaptability

86.44
67.39

Diversity
Supervision
Team Support

63.70
65.71
75.35

SA Future Context 67.51

Trust
Organisational Support

70.71
65.02

Performance Orientation
Alignment Doing
Alignment Being

70.42
74.91
72.95

Total BeQTM 73.35

Individual:   (I-engage)
Y1:  79.40%

Group:   (We-engage)
Y1:  71.86%

Organisation:   (They-engage)
Y1:  70.94%
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BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient

An example of the Quantitative BeQ™ Result Spread

Disconnected EngagedInvolvedApathetic
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Results are then translated into a Qualitative Story format 

Evident Enablers             Outcome Compromisers       Manifested Dynamic

High Teamwork
With high
Delivery

focus

Willingness to  
do best,

participate 
& contribute

Strong 
Commitment to

Strategy & 
Vision of GF

Take 
Responsibility 

for Self & others

High corporate
citizenship,

Role
Ownership

Do not feel 
Consulted about

important
Decisions/change

Low recognition
Low reward

Lack of open,
Transparent

communication

Equipment not
Enabling of

task

Supervisory
Soft skill lacking
- not cared for

Unrealistic
targets – not

consulted

Low 
Recognition –
Low morale,

de-motivation

Skepticism 
around intent –

Impacts 
Credibility/trust

Evident
Gifts/Potential 

can not 
Fully manifest

Inability to fully 
Unleash potential

Age, gender,
Language

Diversity issues
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BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient

An example of a BeQ™ I-engage Formula

I_ENGAGE = 

= .222*SUPPORT + .151*DIVERSITY + .130*SUPERVISION + 2.342

• Through a statistical process of regression analysis, a unique formula 

is derived called the I-engage formula.

• The factors highlighted in the formula are the critical success 

indicators unique to each group studied that if implemented and 

focussed on will drive staff engagement effectively and if ignored will 

lead to further disengagement.
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BeQ™ Benchmark of Engagement Quotient

An example of BeQ™ National Cultural Dynamics analysis
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Dr Beverley Peens or Dr Rica Viljoen

Mandala Consulting

+ 27 83 273 6266 bev@mandalaconsulting.co.za

+ 27 82 449 5846 rica@mandalaconsulting.co.za

info@mandalaconsulting.co.za

www.mandalaconsulting.co.za

Queries and Contact Details

mailto:info@mandalaconsulting.co.za

